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Total No. of Questions =' L00 Time : 2 Hours

All questibns are co:npulsory.
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: Use of calculatoi ie roj allowed. Rough work may be done in the space provided at the end

I 
' ' of the Test hklet

" rt-: The Test booklet has the following four tests :
' rTest I Mathematics No. of Questions 40

p,. i Test II ' Physics No. of Questions 20

Tcst Meneral Awareness and No. of Questions 20

Commrrnication Skills

, R€ad the ingtnratione girrcn on the OMR Answer Sheet carefully before you start.
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HOW TO FILI/ UP THn nWIORtrfll\TION ON lHE ENTRAIYCE TEST OMII ATTISWER SIIEET

\lllhile filling up the OMR Answer Sheet, you should follow the following guidelines :

Write your complete Roll Number. This should corespond to the roll number already
supplied to you. Also write your conect name, address with pin code in the space
provided, in ink. Put your signatures on the Answer Sheet with date, in ink. Ensure
that the Invigilator in your exarnination hall also puts his signatures with.date on the
OMR Ans\Mer Sheet at the space provided. You should use HB pencil to mark the
answers of the questions on the OMR Answer Sheet.

Do not make any stray marks on the OMR Answer Sheet.

Write conect information in nurnerical digits in Roll No., Programme Code, Date and
Month and Examination Centre Code Columns. Thc colunn of Course Code
should be lcft blank. The corresponding rectangle should be dark enough and should
be filled in completely.

Eaclr question is followed by four probable answers which are number ed L,2,3 and 4.

You should select and show only one answer to each question considered by you as the
most appropriate or the correct answer. Select the most appropriate answer. Then by
using I{B pencil, blacken the rectangle bearing the conect ansryfr number against the
serial number of the question. If you find that arswer to any question is none
of the four altemativcs given under tJre question, yon should darken the
rcctangle'O'. 

i

If you wish to change your answer, ERASE completely the already darkened rectangle

by using a,good quality eraser and then blacken the rectangle bearing your revised

answer number. If incorrect answer is not erased completely, smudges will be left on

the erased rectangle ahd the question will be read as having two answers by the
Optical Mark Reader (OMR) and will be ignored for giving any credit.

6. No credit will be given if more than one anawer is given for one question. Therefore,

you should select the most appropriate answer.

You should not spend too much time on any one question. If you find any particular

question difficult, leave it and go to the next. If you have time left after answering all

the questions, you may go back to tJre unanswered ones.

There is no negative marking for wrong airswers.

1..

2.

3 .

4.

5.

7.

8.
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1.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

Mobile Phones, calculators, books, slide-rules, foot rulers, note-bopks or writtcn notes,

etc. arc not allowed inside the exanination hall.

2. You should follow tlre instructions given by,the Centre Superintendent; Observers and

by the Invigilators at the examination venue. If you violate'tihe instructions you will

be disqualified.

3. Any candidate found copyrng or receivirrg or.giving assietance in the examination will

be disqualified.

4. The Test Booklet and the OMR Answer Sheet would be supplied to you by the

Invigilators. After the exam is over, you should hand over tJre Test Booklet and

the oMR Answer sheet to the rnvigilator before leaving t&B- orauination halL

Any candidate who does not return the Question Booklet an{;tho IOMR Answer Sheet

will be disqualified :

5. Candidates arriving late will not be permitted

reporting time is 9,16 A.M. The examination will

at 12.00 noon.

to enter the examination hall. The

staft 4t,1.0.00 A.M. ar,td will be ovqr

6.

7.

All rough work is to be done on the test booklct itself and inot on any. :other paper.

Scrap paper is not permitted. For arriving at answers yorJ ma5r work in'the margins,

mal<e some markings or underline in the test booklet itself. :

The University resenres the right to cancel scores'of ag5r 'gaadidate who impersonates

or uses malpractices. The examination is conducted under unifolm conditions' The

University would , also follow a procedure to verifr the, validity" qf scores of all

exapinees unifolmly. If there is substantial indication ,thatr /our perforrnance is not

genuine, the Univers$ may cancel your score. : .i .
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TEST I
IIIATEEII{ATICS

l. If a person is standing on the sixth number in a queue from both the ends then total
pcrsons in the queue are

(1) e (2) 1l
(3) 12 ($ 13

2. If x, y, z are the sides of a triangle then
( 1 )  x * ] = z  1 2 )  x - z = y
( 3 )  x + z > y  ( 4 )  x + z < y

g. Cube root of 
0'125 's

64

tr(1) + e) o'5
4 4

(B) qP (4) o'oo5
4 4

( 1 ) *  e ) #

(3) ? (4) I
3

:

,r i-

5. {/3n+-2 = g, then z'.-1 = ....
( 1 ) 2  Q ) 4
(s) 16 @) 8

G. Jz" = Bl.,then + is equal ton
(1)  I  Q)  0 .9

(3) 10 (4) 10
I

7. what should be'added to gxz - BOx + lb to make it a whole square ?

(1) 25 (2) 10

(3) - 15 (4) 0
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, 0. firere arg y grrls out'of total students x in a daes. Then the ratio of the nlrmber of boys to

girls is

,' lO. lhe cost of 55 books is Rs. 330. The number of books that can be prrrchased ftir Rs. 420 are

(3) 60 G) e0

tl.r 1\ro numbers are in the ratio 8 : 11. ff 6 is subtracted from each number and the ratio
' 

". . 
l, 

., becomes 7 : 10, then the numbers afe

(1) 82,44 Q) 40,'55

(4) None of the above..  r  :  (g) 49, 66

t l ;  ' I f  x= 5 andX= 8, andxandyvar5r inversely,  thentheconstant 'of  var iat ionig

. R

(r) : Q) 40
8

(3) I (4) 5

18. A man can complete a pirice of work in 20 daya. The amount of work done in I days will

be- -  
2  2 -

(1) lra Q) ;th
3 5

e(s) 3rr, G) ira5 3

.
14. ItHi% of 20 m is

( r )  25m @> 24rr-
(S) 30 rq (4) 28 m

15. Ihe ngmber of lines we can get by joining four points in paire, no thrce of them being-:- 
-urtt"*, it 

''

(1) 4 Qr 5
(3) 6 (4) 3
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16.

18. In

In the followirg figure, the value of x is

(5x + 10)",

135

125

17. In the followittg figure, the value of y

C

D

(2)

(4)

5yo

the following figure, find the value of x.

A

R

L20"

150'

I3

( 1 )

(3 )

L20

3 5 ,

is

E

(2) 15

(4) 30

(1)  20

(3) 25

(2)

(4)

( 1 )

(3 )

130"

r40"

(3x - 20)"

50" c 60"
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In the following figure, I ll m and t is the transversal.lo"

;f 20.

If

( 1 )

(3)

In

Z  1 =  ( x

40"

30"

tlre following

+ 50)", /. 8 = (2x +

figure , /. EDC =

1 0 ) " ,  t h e n x = . . . .

(2) 80"

(4) 45"

Z  BAC =  90 " ,  x  = . . . .

E

3

D

(1) 4'2

(3) 6
, '''

frL, fhe lerrgth of the tangent drawn
25 sn, if the radius of the circle

{1} 26 cm

(2) 24 cm
t  

t "  

'  

-

. j

(4) L6,cm
.Bi!

2;?,., The perimet-er of a square is

, ( 1 ) ' ( x + W f  ;

Q) -'(2x + 4Y)z

(4) 4(2x + 4y)2

OPENDET-VIIII2OOT
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(2) 3'4

(4) '  4 '4

from a point whose distance
is 7 cm, is

from the centre of a circle is

2 (2x + 4y). It's area is

F;T,O.



23. The area of a circle, whose circumference is M cm is
(1) 38'5 c^2

(S) L54 
"*2

(2) 77 **2

(4) 88 
"^2

24. The circumference of two sircles are in the ratio 2 : 3. fire ratio of their areas ie
( 1 )  2 : 3

( 3 )  9 : 4

(2) L4 m

(4) 19 m

( 2 )  4 : 9

( 4 )  3  i 2

25. The length of the longest rod that can be put in a room 12 m long, 9 m wide and 8 m high
is

( 1 )  1 7  m

(3) 15 m

26. ABCD is a square of side x cm. The area of the shaded part is

lc-r--:| l+-r-+l

T
r

I

27.

(1) (xz + 2rw2\ cmz

(2) (xz ,a4 cm2

(3) (x2 - 3rr2) cmz

(4) (x2 + n1|) crr'z

If the length of a chord of a circle is equal to the
subtended by it at the centre is

(2) 30"
(4) 180'

radius' of the circle, then the angle

28.

(1) 900

(3) 600

( 1) 3 seconds

(3) 420 seconds

OPENDET-VIJJI2O;07

Ttrree bells begrn toling at the salne time and they toll at intervals of 2L,28 and
30 seconds, respectively. Ttre bells will toll together again after

(2) 50 seconds

(4) 5880 seconds

I
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Zg. xz = y3, xB = p2, then

(1) yz = pB

(3) Y4 = Pe

SO. The level of water is doubled every
then it will be completely filled in

(1) 20 minutes ' (2) 40 minutes

81. ltre perimeters of two square fields are 96 metres and 28 metres respectively. The
perimeter of the thiid square field whose area is the sum of the areas of the (above) two

, square fields is

(1) 90 m (2) 92 m
(3) 96 m (4) 100 m

' ' :  . ;

S2. I'ind trhe value of k for which x = 2 is a solution of the equation tf + 2x- 3 = 0.

(1) 1
4

(s) -+
SS, Which tefm of the AP

2 r 7 r L L r L T r . o .  i s  g 7  ?
( 1) 15th term

(3) 18th term

34. If O is the centre of the circle, then

J

(2) y3 = p5

(4) ye = p4

minute in abucket. If it is half filled in L0 minutes,

(2) l6th term

,' (4) 20th term

:,
the value of x is

. .. ':

. ) ; :

(2) 2A
(4) 30

I P,T.O.

(1)

(3)
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35. The value of

( r sin2 o) ,".2 o is
(1 )  0
( D r

(3) I
2

(4) .or2 0

36. The

sec

(1 )

(2)

(3)

(4)

value of

70" sin 20"

0

1

2
1
t

+ cos 20" cosec 70" ls

37. When 600/o ofa number is added to 60, the result is the number itself. The number is
(1) 80

(2) r2O
(3) 140
(4) 150

38. A vertical pole stands on the level ground. From a point on the ground, 25 m away from
the foot of the pole, the angle of elevation of its top is found to be 60o, The height of the
pole is

(1 )  25m (z )  +^Js 
---

(3) zS.6 * @) t2.E m

39. ' Ilow many 3-digit numbers can be formed by using the digits O, 2, 3 without repetition ?
(1)  4
(2) 3
(3) 5

G ) 6

l a  b l  l - a  s l
4 0 .  I f  I  . l = . x d - b x c , t h e n l -  _ ll c  d l  l o  7 l

(1 )  51
(2) ,-  51
( 3 )  - 9

( 4 )  + 9

OPENDET-VIIII2OOT 1 0



TEST II
PHTSICS

. 41. Dimension of Force is

(1) M L T-2

,, (2) M-2 L3 T-r

143 tr-1'1.4

(4) M_r L21_3

:- ZVo ?

(1) 2Vo
(2) 4Vo

. i (3) 6Vo

' . ' 
48, Which of the following is not a unit of time ?

(1) Light year

, (2) Nano second
, l

(3) Micro second
(4) Pico second

44. Newton-sec is the unit of

(1) Enetgy

(:2) Momentum, ,

i, 
(3) Angular momentum
(4) .Velocity

- l

: , .
46. A car is moving with a uniform velocity on a rough horizontal road. lben, according to

Neniton's first law of motion

(1) no forae is being applied by its engine
(2) a force is being applied by its engine
(3) an repleration is being produced in the car
(4) kirtetic energ:f of the car is increasing

{S. What will tie the r6tio of the digtance moved by a freely failing body ftom rest in 4 and
5 seconds of its joumey ?

( 1 )  4 : 5

( 2 )  E r G
( 3 )  7 : 8

( 4 )  1 6  : 2 5

OPENDET.VTIJIaAOT 1 1 P.T.O,



47. A particle of mass m moving with a velocity v strikes a stationary particle of mass 2m and
sticks to it. The speed of the system will be

tt

(1) + (2) 2v
2

(3) I @) Bv
3

48. If the velocity is increase d, by ftOVo, what will be the percentage change in the linear
momentum ?

(1) Increases by ll0o/o

(2) Decreases by lO}Vo

(3) Increascs by 5O%o

(4) Decreases by 50io/o

49. When a bullet is fired from a rifle,

(1) the bullet has greater kinetic energy and greater momentum

(2) the bullet has less kinetic enet'gJ but greater momentum

(3) the bullet has less kinetic enerry, but more speed

(4) the bullet has more kinetic energJ, but momentum of bullet and rifle are equal

50. A force F is applied to a body which then moves with a velocity v, the power will be

(1) Fv (2) +

(s) Fv2 (4) +
v o

51. The greatest height to which a man can throw a stone is h'. Ttren the greatest horizontal
fistance to which he can throw the stone is

( 1 ) :  Q )  h
2

(3) 2h (4) 4h

52. An electric fan is switched on in a closed room. The air in the room is

(1) cooled
(2) heated

(3) at constant room temperature

(4) heated or cooled depending on atmospheric pressure

53. The clouds float in the atmosphere because of their low

(1) Pressure (2) Velocity

(3) Temperature (4) Density

OPENDET-VIIII2OOT 1 2



U. Most of the comets moving the sun have orbits of the shape of

(1) a parabola

(2) a hyperbola
. l(3) a circle

(4) an elongated ellipse

66. A beam of monochromatic light of wavelength 'iu- is refracted from air to water of refractive

L
index l. The wavelength of light bbam inside water will. be

3

(B) 4L
3 u) l'

56. Waves which have shortest wavelength are

(1) Heat (2) X-rays

(3) Sound (4) Light

57. Tllave motion which will zof pass through vacuum is

(1) Microwave

(2) . Gamna rays

{3) Radio waves

(4) Ultrasonic

58. fhe earth wire ie connected to the metal case of an electrical appliance. The reason for this

is

(1) to complete electric circuit for the cunent flow

(2) to prevent a short circuit

(3) to redpce the curent if there is too much flow

- G) to prevent any possibility of the case of the appliance remainiag live

. 6e. An'electric lamp is narked '22OV 100 W. The full significance of this is

(1) it must be operated only on 22O V and consunes 100 watts trlower
(D it doee not operate on any other voltage

(3) i! slows fully on 22O V and consumes 100 watts Inwer
(4) None of these

60. If by mietake, some radioactive substance gets into the human body, 'hen from radiations

damage point of view, whic.h will be the most harnfui ?

(1) Gamna rays Q\ Alpha raYs
' . (3) Neutrons (4) Beta raYs

OPENDET-VIIINA$7 1 3 P.T.O,



TEST III

CHrrffi5111Y

61. fire positive catalyst is the one
(1) which increases the speed of a chemical reaction
(2) which slows down the speed of a chemical reaction
(3) which leads to decomposition of hydrogen peroxide
(4) which leads to oxidation of eodium sulphite

62. A chemical change oocurs when
(1) sodium chloride dissolves in water
e) iron rusts
(3) iron is magnetised
(4) platinum wire is heated in a flame

63. Ihe formula for sulphite radical is

(1) S--

(2) so;-
(3) sot-
(4) so;-

84. Valency of carbonate is

( 1 )  - 1

( 2 )  - 2

( 3 )  - 3  ,

- 4

65. A gas has a volume of 100 c.c. when the pressure is 735 mm of mercury. What volume will
the gas oocupy at 700 mm pressune, when the temperature is kept constant ?
(1) 110 c.c.
(2) 205 c.c.
(3) 105 c.c.
(4) 120 c.c.

66. linhe volume of a given mass of gas varies inversely as the pressure, if the temperature is
kept constant. Tleis is called

(1) Boyle's law
(2) Charles'law
(3) Dalton's law
(4) Graham's law

oPENDET-Vil{'IOO7 14



6%, 
' 

ho.formula for determination of molbcirlarrweight is

' (1) Atomic weight x 2 
",;i 

j ' ,:,. "

(2) Equivalent weight x 2

(R) Equivalent weight .\o r  
2

(4) Zt*r"po*density

, 68. Equal volumes of all gases under the similar conditions of temperature and pressure
contain equal number of moleculds, is called as

(1) Gay-Lussac's law

Q) BoYle's lau;

(3) Berziliun hlpothesis , ,
- - t ,  L  -  1 l - - - !(4) Avogadro's hypothesis :

60. ., How many gran molecules are contained in 68 gm,of hydrogen rsulphide ?

(4) 16

70. The molecular wiright of a base is W. If,s acidity is 2. It's equivalent weight is

(1) 2w (2) +
'(s) .tr (4) Jffi

71.' An isotope of chlorine has the mass number 37. Other isotopes of chlorine will have the
salxre

(1) Atomic weight
; .

Q\ Atomic volume ' I I
' .  - : - , :  - - - :  '  r  , . ; , .  t  : :  :

(3) Number of electrons

(4) Number of protons . : i

:.
72. fire electmnic arrangement 1s2, 2s2,2p6,3s2, 3p6, 4s1 corresponds to

(1) Cu (2) K

( B )  C a  
r i ' r i  i  r ; r  

@ )  M g  

'  ' : '  ; r ' !

78. lbe atomic number of an element is 20. Its valency is

(1) 1 (2) 2

(8) 3 (4) 4

oPENDET-Vill/2oo7 15 , :P.T.O.



74. Two elements X and Y have electronic configuration as 2, 8, 2 and 2,8,7 respectively. They
react to form an ionic compound whose forrrula is

I

(1) XY (2) &Ye
(3) XY2 (4) ),qY

75. Variable valency is exhibited by elements with incomplete
(1) s level

Q) p level

(3) d level
(4) any one of the above levels

76. Which of the following is a cation ?

(1) Na+ (2) Cll

(3) NaOH (4) Ca

77. An acid is

(1) An electron pair acceptor

(2) An electron pair donor

(3) An electron pair acceptor and donor

(4) Dissociated into ions

7A. The maximum number of electrons in T' orbital is

(1) 2 (2) 14

(3) 32 (4) 8

75. A Galvanic cell converts

(1) chemical enerry into electrical enerry

Q) electrical enerry into chemical energy

(3) electrical energy into heat enerry

(4) chemical enerry into heat energy

80. Which among the following represents the most stable electronic configuration ?

(1) Ls2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p5

(2) LsZ 2s2 2p6 3s1

(3) l:sz 2s2 2p6

(4) ts2 2s2 2p6 3s2

oPENDET-V1ilt2o07 16



TEST TV

GEISERAT AWARENESS NNN 
.

COI}TMT]NICATION SKILLS

81. The Supreme Court of India is located at
(1) Mumbai
(2) Kolkata
(3) Chennai

82. Sound ig measured in
(1) Crucible

Q) Decibel
(3) Henry

Hefi'z

t8. Ravana was the son of

(1) Visherva Rishi

(2) Valmiki Rishi 
,-; ' 1 ' r'rr l

: (3) Bhrigu Rishi ,' : ' :

1  . .
(4) None of the above

'
84. [Iow many state boundaries does Madhya pradesh touch ?

(f) Four

' (2) Five
'; 

(3) Six
(4) Seven :

' 
85. ,Glowing Filament is found in

{1) Tubelight \
{2t Bulbs
(S) CFL
(4) Fan

88. Mirage occurs in

(1) Hot places

{2} Arctic region
(S) '$underbans

(4) Polar region

OPENDET-V ]III2OO7 P.T.O.1 7



89. Which of the following is mismatched ?

(1) Madhubani Paintings

(2) Chittaranjan

(3) Sword Scabbard

(4) Doppler effect Sound

90. Hygrometer is used to measure

(1). Temperature (D Humidity

(3) Pressure (4) Salinity of water

Direetions : In qucstions no. 97, 92, 93 and. 94, fi.tl in tlrc blanks with appropria,te word.s so as

to complete the sentence in th,e best possible rlannar.

87. Capital of Mizoram is

(1) Aizawl

(3) Kohima

88. AIDS occurs due to

(1) Eating with an infected person

(2) Blood transfusion

, (3) Touching an infected person

(4) None of the above

91. I went to _ my friend..

(1) look up

(3) throw in

(1) road

(3) way

OPENDET-VIII/2A07

(2) Imphal

(4) Shillong

Q) put up

(4) clean out

(2) key

(4) block

1 8

92. She asked him who - was ?

( 1) she (2) he

(3) they (4) you

93. All that glitters not gold.

( 1) was (2) is

(3) has been

94. Hard work is the to success.



DtVgctbne : For qtr;stions i@. g\t 96 aitd g7, etate tIE clwice cloged in fiuani,ng to tln giuen wo,rd
(sytwnym). l

9S. PROFILE

Q\ Inline
(3) Crossline

. 96. LINEN

(1) Cloth
t

(2) Curtain

(3) Bedsheet
(4) Dress

9,7. DI.IMP

(1) Heap

Q) I.ot
(3) Collection : "'

(4) Group

Diteetians : For qucstions no. 98, gg and, 70O, select thc clni.ce which is closest to ttre opposite in
mcwting of th,e giuen word, funtonym).

98. PESSII{IST

(1) Chemist
' (2) Optimist

. gg. BooN
(1) Curse

' 
Q) Bane

(3) Pain

(4) Unboon

IOO. ZENITH

(3) Bottom

(4) Mandir

oPENDET-V!ninoo7 1 9
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